PAINTING AN AUTUMN TREESCAPE
DAY 1

Underpainting and sketching out

DAY 2

Painting the trees, how to use acrylics

DAY 3

Background colours and sky

DAY 4

Foreground textures

DAY 5

Finishing, finessing and popping

Materials provided
Acrylic paint
Synthetic brush
Chalk
Square canvas

Other Materials required
Palette (you can use an
old china plate)
Pot of water

OUR INSPIRATION
Clearing up at the end of the day
Wash your brush in the sink under a running tap until you can squeeze your brush and no paint
comes out
Wipe off unused wet paint with kitchen paper and then soak the plate in warm water. The
paint will lift or peel off and you can throw it in the bin. DO NOT let the dried paint go down the
sink!
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PREPARING, UNDERPAINTING, SKETCHING OUT
o Acrylic paint does not come out of fabric so wear an apron or old
clothes
o You can paint with the canvas flat on a table or on a table easel if
you have one
Underpaint your canvas or paper with a dark or medium dark
colour like Black, Ultramarine, Burnt Sienna. I love using black
because when I paint, I am painting light, and black is to the total
absence of light, so it makes sense to me to start here!
Use a little water with your chosen colour to make sure the paint
goes on smoothly. Your brushstrokes can go on any direction.

SKETCHING OUT
Using your chalk first draw a horizon line a third of the way up the canvas.
We’re using the tree photo above as our inspiration.
TREES
You can draw as many trees as you like but make some skinny
ones stand on the horizon line (trees in the distance) and some
wider ones below the line (foreground trees).

Outline some areas for the foliage
of the evergreens. On the
inspiration photo there are three
distinct shapes on the middle that
look a little like triangles, then there
are some clumps at the top and to the side.

YELLOW TREE LINE
Sketch a line where the yellow trees in the horizon line stop. There is a dip slightly off centre too
which I’ve also included as it makes it look more naturalistic. There’s also a row of green bushes
coming from the left, so I’ve outlined that too.
FOREGROUND
In the bottom third are a variety of ferns and greenery, I’ve loosely sketch areas of 3 different
colour, greens at the front, reddy brown line at the back and a little bit of everything will fill the
space between.

Put the canvas up on a shelf, table or mantlepiece so you can look at it from a distance to see if
you are happy with it so far!
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PAINTING THE TREES, HOW TO PAINT
WITH ACRYLIC
Don’t worry if you haven’t painted with acrylics before, today we will
go step by step.
I like to paint the trees first! It means that I can establish the composition quickly and have
some fun painting the sky in between the trees. Just because the sky is behind the foliage and
the trees does not mean you have to paint that first!

FOLIAGE
PALETTE
On your palette squeeze out: (you won’t need much of each, a bit bigger than a pea)
Ultramarine Blue
Sap Green
Titanium White
(all colours in this project are suggestions, please feel free to
experiment with the other colours!)
Using these colours, we are going to mix them on the painting as
we paint.

START PAINTING!!

Starting in one of the foliage triangles, paint a couple of strokes of
Sap Green in the middle.
Concentrate on one tree at a time, if you try and painting all of the
foliage all at the same time your paint will dry and you will be
unable to mix the colours on the painting.

Then whilst the Sap Green is still wet, overlap with a couple of
strokes of Titanium White (no need to clean your brush). Go
backwards and forward to mix the two colours.
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Move your brush in any direction, and back and forth mixing the
colours, aiming to paint your tree lighter at the top.
Vary your brush mark by painting in different directions, always try and
stroke your brush on the canvas, don’t dab – this gives too much
texture and can look messy.

Now lean your brush and pick up some Ultramarine Blue. Overlap this
over the green at the bottom to create a blue-green which creates a
darker bottom of foliage. If your green has dried, add a bit more.

Mixing your colour in this way you can make the tops of the trees a little
lighter (by adding white) as you paint toward the top of the tree
foliage.
You can paint around the trees that you’ve already sketched, or
around then. It doesn’t matter.

Paint all of the other areas of foliage now.

TIPS
•

There is no need to add any water to the dilute the paint, if you
do it will just act as watercolour and not adhere to the canvas
properly

•

Don’t pick up too much at a time, you don’t want to paint too
thickly

•

Don’t wash your brush too often, it allows the colours to mix
more. Only wash your brush if it gets too clogged with paint

•

If you want, you can pick up a couple of colours at a time to mix
on the canvas

•

If you don’t like what you’ve done or want to change any of it, you can go back over the paint
when it’s dry as many times as you like. In fact, a good painting often has many layers, so it’s
good to make mistakes!!

•

Enjoy yourself! You are creating a unique piece, embrace mistakes and don’t worry if it doesn’t
look like the photo, the photo is just for guidance
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THE TREE TRUNKS
With any painting, we are aiming to create a unique piece of work. To that end, we are not
going to follow the photo precisely but use some creativity.
So whilst the tree trunks appear brown, we are going to use blues too. When they mix together
we will get blue greys (with the Ultramarine Blue) and greens (with the Phthalo Blue)
PALETTE
On your palette squeeze out:
Titanium White
Burnt Sienna
Ultramarine Blue
Phthalo Blue
Once again, we will mix the colours on the canvas to get lots of happy accidents and it allows
us to be more creative!

Use all of the colours and mix as you go as we did with the
foliage. Let happy accidents occur, paint your brush marks in lots
of directions.

COLOUR CLUES:
Burnt Sienna + Ultramarine Blue = Grey, Grey Blues, Grey Browns
Burnt Sienna + Phthalo Blue = Dark Greens, Greeny Browns

As the trees get smaller pick up a few colours then paint a vertical
line up and you might get some interesting stripey mixes.

I’m painting a lot of the trees in the distance blue, a cool
receding colour which will help the trees look like they are in the
background.
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TIPS
• Mix it up, try different colours until you find what you like the best. Remember you can paint
over anything you don’t like when it’s dry.
• Paint more trees than you’ve drawn if you want to – also allow some to stop in the middle of the
foliage
• Don’t worry about going over the edges, we will tidy that up later.

When you’ve painted all the trees, pop the painting on
your shelf or mantlepiece and have a cup of tea whilst
admiring your work!
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HORIZON TREES AND SKY
Today we’re going to look at everything between the trees. Our
approach is often referred to as ‘Back to Front’

SKY
PALETTE
On your palette squeeze out:
Titanium White
This is my favourite bit… painting white for the sky in between the trees and the foliage.

Painting a little at a time, you will need to angle
you brush, even move your canvas round, to
get in to all the shapes in between.
You can use the whole width of the brush
Or just the edge
Or the narrowest bit

Try and pop some white on top of the foliage that you’ve already
painted, this way it looks like gaps in the trees, making them less solid
and more realistic.

TIPS
•

You may still be able to see the underpaint colour, so you
can put a second layer of white on when the first is dry.

•

Use the white to paint over any mistakes from yesterday

•

Don’t aim for perfect! It doesn’t matter if you have to leave
gaps and some of the underpaint uncovered
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HORIZON TREES (yellow and green)
PALETTE
Titanium White
Azo Yellow
Vermillion
Sap Green

This iust like painting the white sky, expect with yellow,
green and oranges. And this time we can mix the paint
on the pallette before we apply to get the colours we
want.
Mix your yellows and oranges to get yellowy oranges, or mix the
greens and yellow to get a variety of greens and paint between the
trees. Add white to make all the colours paler.

Keep changing your colour mixes to make it more interesting. Once
the colour is on the canvas you can change it by adding more
colour whilst it’s still wet, or paint over it completely with another
colour after it has dried.

TIPS
•
•
•

When you paint the Azo Yellow, it’s a transparent pigment so you can see through it. If
you want the yellow to appear brighter, paint a layer of white down first and let it dry.
Use any brushmarks you like, but some will be by necessity as you paint in between the
trees.
Take your time and enjoy all the shapes that you find in between the trees and how
many ways you can angle your brush and use different parts of it!
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FOREGROUND
This is where you can get to BE CREATIVE and try lots of different
colours and marks.

PALETTE
To begin with:
Caput Mortuum
Vermillion
Titanium White

FERNS

1

2

3

Starting at the back line against the horizon:
1. Paint Caput Mortuum in lots of marks
2. Whilst it’s still wet, overlap Vermillion over some of the Caput Mortuum
3. Add white to the wet colours feathering just below, keeping the vary back (top) dark.
The trick here is to do a little at a time
Carry on! Now you’ve got the hang of those colours, use them to paint the rest of the ferns,
using marks inspired by the original photo, my final painting or your own imagination.
Experiment, emphasise different colour mixes, add more white in some areas, don’t use it in
others, tap your brush to make smaller marks, make long quicker marks, curving and square
shapes, use the edge of the brush, whatever you like!

More Vermillion

Small marks

Darks

Lighter - More White

Low contrast between colours

High contrast between Colours
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You can also start to add more colours if you
wish.
I’ve added some pale yellows by mixing
yellow and white, and pale blues, using
Phthalo Blue, a little Azo Yellow and White.

GREENERY
In this area start with Sap Green and mix through Azo Yellow in lot sof
directions.

Or pick up both Sap Green and Azo Yellow
on your brush at the same time and apply
thickly for texture.

TIPS
•

Angle your brush so it’s almost flat against the canvas to apply paint thickly

•

Keep experimenting, with both colour and brushmarks - you can’t go wrong because
you can paint over it when it dries!
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FINISHING, FINESSING AND POPPING
This is probably the most important day. Start by looking at the painting
and consider what you like and what you don’t like,
Things you might want to do:
Add more foliage? If there are some empty spaces or strange shapes you can add more sap
Green and White, or even use the white sky to paint some out.
Add more trees? Use the browns and blues to paint more in
Alter the colours of the foreground? Maybe add different
colours to see what it looks like. You can always paint it out
again.
Paint in the branches? I’ve ignored the branches hanging over
the picture but you might want to bring them in
Don’t change too many things, think more ‘finessing’ rather
than substantial changes. And if you get stuck, refer to the
original photograph for inspiration.

POP THE PAINTING
POP the painting! Popping is when you add a contrasting colour (most
commonly red on a green painting) to liven it up and help set off all
the colours inspired by the photo, we can add some orange leaves.
Don’t over do it, try 3 marks first, then maybe 2 more, then maybe
three more…keep it random and overlap a couple so they don’t look
too spotty.

FINISHING
One of the hardest things when painting is knowing when to finish.
Pop it at a distance and look at it and when you’re happy, sign it at
the bottom using the paint!

WELL DONE ARTIST! YOU’VE JUST CREATED A WONDERFUL
AUTUMN SCENE! THANKS FOR FOLLOWING THIS, I HOPE
YOU HAD FUN!!
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